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Abstract—Datapath merging is an efficient high level synthesis
method to merge Data Flow Graphs (DFGs), corresponding to
two or more computational intensive loops. This process creates
a general purpose datapaths (merged datapaths) instead of
multiple datapaths that results in shorter bit-stream length and
therefore reduces the configuration time in reconfigurable
systems. The merged datapath, however has worse loop
execution time. This paper represents two datapath merging
algorithms to address this problem. These algorithms consider
the impact of adding multiplexer's latency to the critical path
delay of the merged datapath. The former algorithm merges
DFGs from the biggest DFG to the smallest one to make high
speed merged datapath. The latter merges DFGs in steps, and in
the final step, it combines the resources inside the merged
datapath to achieve additional reduction in configuration time.
The proposed techniques are evaluated using several
Mediabench applications. The experimental results show a
significant reduction, up to 35% in loops execution time for the
first algorithm and up to 27% reduction for the second
algorithm in comparison to previous datapath merging
algorithm.

techniques reduce the configuration time, they are costly. In
order to prevent the additional cost, the configuration time
reduction can be addressed during High Level Synthesis
(HLS). Mostly HLS is used to create the Data Flow Graphs
(DFG) with a number of iterations for the computational
intensive loops [6, 7]. The HLS shares resources of the DFGs
to make a more generic datapath. Therefore, it reduces the
hardware cost of the datapath. The synthesis process
comprises the major tasks of scheduling, resource allocation,
resource binding, and interconnection binding [8].
Making a multimode datapath instead of multiple datapaths
can reduce the hardware cost [9]. Datapath merging is an
efficient HLS approach that makes a multimode datapath for
partially reconfigurable systems [10,11]. We showed in [12]
that datapath merging is a suitable method to reduce the
datapath configuration time. The method in [12] heuristically
chooses a sequence of DFGs to merge together, consequently,
it cannot optimize the configuration time of the merged
datapath. On the other hand, datapath merging algorithms add
multiplexers in the input port of the functional units in the
merged datapath, and as such, increase the execution time of
the loops via the merged datapath. Merging more DFGs also
causes sharing more functional units in merged datapath. This
means that the final merged datapath employs larger
multiplexers. If the multiplexer is on the critical path of the
merged datapath, it will increase the loops execution time. In
case of loops with many iterations; this time-overhead will be
unacceptable.
In order to provide a high speed merged datapath, we
present two new datapath merging algorithms. The former
merges DFGs to reduce the configuration time while it avoids
large multiplexer on the critical path of the merged datapath.
The latter algorithm merges DFGs in steps in the same way,
and in the final step it combines the resources inside the
merged datapath to achieve the additional reduction in
configuration time. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II, trade-off between the conflicting
factors, configuration time reduction, and increase in loop

I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications contain computational intensive loops,
which in some cases can be accelerated by reconfigurable
devices such as FPGAs. On the other hand, the FPGA
resources are limited. In order to share FPGA resources
among different applications, run-time reconfiguration is
employed when the hardware is needed [1]. However, the
run-time reconfiguration imposes a considerable overhead to
the performance of the system. Therefore, the configuration
should be done as efficient as possible.
The bit-stream length and the configuration time of the
hardware are directly proportional. In fact, the time of
transmitting bit-stream into FPGA corresponds to the
configuration time [2] and therefore, reducing the bit-stream
length amortizes the configuration time. Previous research has
been carried out to reduce the configuration time by using
compression and caching techniques. For instance, the authors
in [3,4] and [5] used compression and caching techniques to
reduce the bit-stream length, respectively. Although these
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starting from the biggest DFG to the smallest one. In the first
proposed algorithm (High speed-1), the merging is performed
in a number of steps. Each step corresponds to merging a
DFG onto the merged datapath that includes the three stages
below.

execution time, in datapath merging is presented. The
proposed datapath merging algorithms are presented in
section III. We evaluate the proposed algorithms in section
IV. Ultimately, section V concludes the paper.
II. LOOP EXECUTION TIME VIA THE MERGED DATAPATH
Although datapath merging reduces the datapath
configuration time, it increases the loop execution time. Fig. 1
illustrates two DFGs (G1 and G2) and two merged datapaths
(MDP1 and MDP2) corresponding to merging G1 and G2. Due
to the reduced hardware usage in MDP1, it has shorter
configuration time in comparison to MDP2. On the other
hand, MDP1 has a multiplexer on the input port of node a5/b3.
The divider in a5/b3, has the longest hardware delay among
the functional units and a5/b3 is on the critical path delay of
the merged datapath. Therefore the clock rate of the merged
data path MDP1 is lower than MDP2 and consequently,
execution time of the loops via the MDP1 is longer than their
execution time via MDP2.
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In the first stage, we should find the similarity between the
functional units of the DFG and the functional units of the
merged datapath. To this end, we make the compatibility
graph in each stage of datapath merging.
A compatibility graph Gc= (N,A) is an undirected weighted
graph. Each node nN shows the merging possibility between
a vertex from MDP and a vertex from G, or a merging
possibility between an edge from MDP and an edge from G.
Each arc a=(n,m)A illustrates that having both nodes, n and
m, together in merging, do not merge two vertices from a
DFG Gi together. It means they are compatible. The weight
for each node, wi, represents the reduction in merged datapath
configuration time resulted from merging indicated by the
node. For example as illustrated in Fig. 2, two vertices a1 G1
and b1G2 can be merged together. So, the node a1,b1 is
created in Gc for this merge that its weight indicates to the 360
ns reduction in configuration time resulted from merging the
vertices. This weight is the difference between the
configuration time of the obtained vertex in MDP and
configuration time of the original vertices before merging
[12]. In this way, the compatibility graph "Gc" for two DFGs
G1 and G2 is created by using the method was explained
above.
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1- Making the compatibility graph between MDP and
DFGs;
2- Finding the bounded execution time-weighted clique;
3- Reconstructing the pipelined merged datapath.
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Fig. 1. Merging G1 and G2 to create merged datapaths MDP1and MDP2.

Hence, datapath merging results in slowing down the
hardware. Although pipeline implementation of the merged
datapath can reduce this overhead, it can be unacceptable for
the loops with many iterations. So, to avoid prohibitive
increase in loop execution time, we should consider hardware
latency in datapath merging.
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III. THE PROPOSED DATAPATH MERGING ALGORITHMS
Since merging DFGs all at once is an NP-complete problem
[10], DFGs should be merged in steps to reduce the
configuration time. In the proposed algorithms, we merge
DFGs in such a way multiplexers are not added to the critical
path of the merged datapath. The DFGs are merged together
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Fig. 2. Making the compatibility Gc graph in datapath merging [12].
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critical path of the merged datapath corresponding to this
clique. The latter reduces the search space of the algorithm by
cutting branches which are improbable to find the bounded
execution time-weighted clique.
In the last stage of High speed-1 algorithm, the boundedexecution time-weighted clique, Mb, is used to reconstruct
MDP, and produce the next merged datapath. Each node from
Mb indicates a merging possibility between an edge (a vertex)
from MDP and an edge (a vertex) from Gj. Other vertices and
edges which cannot be merged are added to MDP without
merging. It should be notified MDP is pipelined to reduce the
overhead of loops. These processes are repeated for merging
all DFGs onto the merged datapath until the last merged
datapath resulted from algorithm High speed-1 is made.

In the second stage of the High speed-1 algorithm, we
should find a clique in the compatibility graph to make a high
speed merged datapath. By finding the maximum weighted
clique from the compatibility graph in this stage, the merged
datapath which has minimal configuration time is made [12].
Fig. 3 illustrates two cliques and their corresponding merged
datapath for the compatibility graph in Fig. 2. The first one is
the maximum weighted clique and its corresponding merged
datapath that are illustrated in Fig.3.a. The second one is
another clique and its corresponding merged datapath which
are illustrated in Fig.3.b. Although the merged datapath
configuration time in Fig.3.a is less than the merged datapath
configuration time in Fig.3.b, the execution time of loops in
Fig3.a is longer than their execution time in Fig.3.b. The
clique in Fig.3.b avoids adding multiplexer on the input ports
of the functional unit on the critical path delay of the merged
datapath.
To find the high speed merged datapath, we need a clique
as the one illustrated in Fig.3.b. By using this clique the
desired merged datapath is obtained. So, we need a similar
clique to solve the problem. Therefore:
Given a compatibility graph Gc for k number of DFGs, Gi
i=1…k, Bounded execution-time weighted clique, Mb, is a
maximal weighted clique in Gc that has bounded critical path
delay for the corresponding merged datapath.
The algorithm which finds the Bounded execution timeweighted clique, Mb, in Gc should take into consideration
every increase of the execution time of the loops via the
merged datapath. Finding Mb in Gc is similar to finding the
maximum weighted clique. The maximum weighted clique
problem is known to be an NP-hard problem [13]. To find the
maximum weighted clique from a graph, [14] employs the
Branch&Bound algorithm and optimizes its execution time.
This method for searching the problem space and its
optimizations is suitable for solving our problem. This way,
we modified the Branch& Bound algorithm in [14] to find Mb.
Our algorithm to find bounded execution-time weighted
clique is a recursive Branch&Bound function that searches the
nodes in a compatibility graph to find the desired clique. It
considers all nodes and also decides which node is probable to
be in the bounded-execution time-weighted clique in each
branch of recalling the function. Our modifications are as
follows:
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Fig. 3. Reconstructing the merged datapath MDP using the maximum
weighted clique, and the bounded execution-time weighted clique.

The second proposed datapath merging algorithm (High
speed-2), includes all steps of the High speed-1 merging
algorithm plus an extra step. In this step all merging
possibility among the resources inside the merged datapath is
considered as a compatibility graph (intra-merged datapath
resource sharing). To do this, we used the compatibility graph
in [11]. Then the bounded execution time-weighted clique in
this graph, Mb, is determined. By finding Mb in the
compatibility graph and reconstructing the MDP using this
clique, the merged datapath resulted from the High speed-2
merging algorithm is created.

x Considering the loops execution in each step of
Branch& Bound algorithm by employing a bound for
the loops execution time via the merged datapath.
x Using configuration time bound and execution time
bound in Branch&Bound Algorithm to cut the
branches and limit problem search space.
The former modification chooses the clique among all
cliques in each branch that has the bounded execution time for
the loops. It prevents from adding big multiplexers on the
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the proposed merging algorithms
and the datapath merging algorithm in [12], as well. The
algorithm in [12] is based on the maximum weighted clique,
while our algorithms use the bounded-execution timeweighted clique. All algorithms perform resource allocation,
resource binding, and interconnection binding simultaneously
with the aim of reducing the configuration time.
There are some computational intensive loops in each
application in Mediabench suite which have the largest share
of the execution time [15]. The entity of the loops makes them
suitable for the execution by reconfigurable computer. To
merge the DFGs correspond to the loops, initially benchmarks
should be converted to intermediate representation. This way,
each program was compiled using the GCC compiler and was
profiled to determine which loops contributed the most to the
program execution time. For each such loops, a DFG was
generated from the loop body RTL code.
The configuration time of a bit-stream in a FPGA can be
estimated as [(size of bit-stream) / (configuration clock
Frequency)] [3]. After obtaining the bit-stream of the
functional units and multiplexers from ISE 10.2, their
configuration time was calculated. In our experiments, we
used the configuration clock frequency for the FPGA which is
100 Mbps as in the case of Virtex5-xc5vlx.

We repeated the previous experiment for several
applications from Mediabench suite where loops have 20000
iterations. We applied the datapath merging algorithms to
three DFGs of the MPEG2-decoder, three DFGs of MPEG2encoder, three DFGs of EPIC-decoder, three DFGs of EPICencoder and, two DFGs of G721 benchmark. After achieving
the merged datapaths from applying the algorithms, for each
application, the total increase in loops execution time
compared to the loops execution time in original DFGs was
calculated.

TABLE I
THE LOOPS EXECUTION TIME IN EMPEG2-DECODER APPLICATION (MS)
WHERE LOOPS HAVE 20000 ITERATIONS

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the loops execution time in the
proposed algorithms is lower than the algorithm in [12] where
loops have 20000 iterations. This means that the proposed
datapath merging algorithms performs better than maximum
weighted clique algorithm. The minimum improvement in
loops execution time, compare to the algorithm in [12], is 5%
for High speed-2 algorithm in EPIC-encoder application. The
highest improvement is 35% for High speed-1 algorithm in
MPEG-2decoder. This shows that by increasing the number of
functional units in DFGs, there might be multiplexers that
increase the critical path delay of the merged datapath. the
proposed algorithms prevent from adding such multiplexers to
the critical path. Similar to High speed-1 algorithm, the
hardware resulted from High speed-2 algorithm has execution
time shorter than algorithm in [12]. Moreover except G721,
High speed-2 algorithm reduces configuration time more than
High speed-1 algorithm. This configuration time reduction
advantage is that of it has longer execution time for the loops
in comparison to High speed-1algorithm.
Fig. 5 shows the configuration time reduction percentage
after applying the above-mentioned algorithms to the DFGs. It
depicts that the maximum improvement in loops execution
time, in MPEG-2decoder application, was gained at the cost
of additional configuration time up to 5% in High speed-1
algorithm. The maximum improvement in loops execution
time in High speed-2 algorithm was gained besides 1% more
reduction in configuration time in comparison to the algorithm

Datapath
Merging
Algorithms
Algorithm in
[12]
High speed-1
algorithm
High speed-2
Algorithm

Loop1

Fig. 4. Percentage increase in loops execution time in the proposed datapath
merging algorithms and the algorithm in [12] compare to loops execution time
in original DFGs

Loops Execution Time (ms)
Loop2
Loop3
Total

0.845

1.689

2.252

4.786

0.633

1.209

1.280

3.122

0.645

1.243

1.631

3.519

For the first experiment we applied our algorithms and
the algorithm proposed in [12] to three DFGs corresponding
to the loops of MPEG2-decoder. To apply each algorithm,
initially DFGs were scheduled using ASAP scheduling
algorithm. Then, the datapath merging algorithms was applied
to the DFGs to make the pipelined merged datapath.
Afterward, the loops execution time via the merged datapath
is calculated for each algorithm. Where the loops have 100
iterations, execution time of the loops for all datapath
merging algorithms are the same. That means all algorithms
make the merged datapath by using the maximum weighted
clique in this situation. We repeated the experiment where the
loops have 20000 iterations. Table II shows the execution
time of the loops. The results indicated that whenever loops
have 20000 iterations, High speed-2 algorithm has shorter
execution time than the algorithm in [12] and High speed-1
algorithm achieved the shortest execution time among three
algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Percentage reduction in configuration time for the proposed datapath
merging algorithms and the algorithm in [12]

V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two datapath merging algorithms
for run-time reconfigurable systems. The ultimate purpose of
these algorithms is making high speed merged datapath in
addition to the reduction in configuration time for the
computational intensive loops. This way, the similarity
between DFGs was considered as a compatibility graph. Then
the High speed merged datapath was made by finding the
bounded-execution
time-weighted
clique
from the
compatibility graph in each step of datapath merging
algorithm. We applied the proposed algorithms to merge the
DFGs corresponding to the loops of Mediabench applications.
The former algorithm reduced the loops execution time up to
35% in comparison to the previous datapath merging
algorithm at the cost of additional configuration time up to
5%. The latter, reduced loops execution time up to 27%
besides 1% reduction in configuration time. We conclude that
the proposed datapath merging algorithms can efficiently
lowered the loops execution time after creating merged
datapath for reconfigurable systems.
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